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Transportation – Hazardous Materials
Stop cargo thieves in their tracks
Uncompromised Vehicle Command & Control
… so you can relax and focus on other things.
The risk is high. The cargo you’re transporting can pose a
serious danger to the public if it falls into the wrong hands.
Are you in control of it at all times? What have you done
to safeguard your vehicle and its potentially dangerous
contents against theft or hijacking?
Transporting hazardous materials can place you high on the
target list of thieves and yes, terrorists.
If a theft or hijacking occurs, you could lose customers to
the competition, damage your reputation and put your
livelihood at risk. The loss of a load of hazardous goods may
mean lives lost, and irreparable damage to your company.

Peace of Mind
Ensure yours by installing MAGTEC’s advanced security
system on your trucks. MAGTEC is the only technology
that allows transportation companies COMPLETE ACCESS
CONTROL over their vehicles 24/7. With MAGTEC in place,
you can:
»» Remotely Disable
»» Block Unauthorized Drivers
»» Maintain Complete Control
»» Secure Cargo
»» Keep Insurance Costs Down
Be the preferred choice for hazardous material shippers
because of your reputation for prevention.

DEAD SIMPLE TO USE
It starts with hardware installed
on each vehicle — an on-board
computer that automatically
secures the vehicle. A simple, easy
to use keypad allows access.
Each operator must enter a unique PIN before the
engine can be started. That PIN can be remotely
managed by using MAGTEC’s secure, central
management web-based software. This powerful,
easy-to-use tool returns the operational power back
to you, instantly.
In case of a hijacking, the driver has a wireless panic
button, which allows the driver to shut down the truck
and send an Immediate Alert.
Gain permanent command, control and visibility of
your vehicle fleet and eliminate the risk associated with
moving valuable goods and cargo through the supply
chain.

»» Create multiple map views
»» Provide detailed location information

Safeguard your drivers and their vehicles
Many companies are still under the impression that simple
tracking or fleet management systems are enough to
maximize security and increase productivity.
They’re wrong.
If you’re transporting goods, you’re on the hit list of cargo
thieves. Knowing where your vehicle and trailer are might not
be enough. Only MAGTEC can ensure authorized personnel
alone are in control of your vehicles.

Get real-time answers to these questions

MAGTEC – Maximize Control, Security and Profits

»» Where is my vehicle?

Install MAGTEC, so you can rest easy.

»» Who is operating the vehicle?
»» Are the goods where they are supposed to be?
»» Does the vehicle need to be shutdown immediately?

Call MAGTEC today to find out why our solutions are the
preferred choice of companies who recognize that there is
much more to safety and security than just tracking.

»» Are the drivers where they are supposed to be?
»» Are they operating the vehicle safely?
»» Is it being operated within the assigned zone?
»» Is it being operated out of the assigned schedule?
MAGTEC is the only advanced fleet security and control
solution vetted by The Department of Homeland Security
(DHS) and The Transportation Security Administration (TSA). We keep your vehicles, your cargo and your
reputation safe.

With MAGTEC’s advanced command and control
solutions you can
»» Set up driver profiles on vehicles

Ask MAGTEC how you can
benefit from creative and
customized insurance solutions,
backed by a company vested
in your success—the Chubb
Group of Insurance Companies.
MAGTEC customers are eligible
for a deductible waiver on
Chubb’s Motor Truck Cargo
Legal Liability policy.

CALL MAGTEC FOR DETAILS!

»» Set up geo-fences and routes
»» Report on operational statistics such as Run-time, Trip
reports, Idle times, Driver ID and Exceptions

®

»» Automate Driver elogs (HOS)
»» Remotely enforce maximum speeds & idling
»» Set up operation schedules
»» Be notified immediately if the trailer doors are opened
or if it deviates from a specified route

1-888-MAGTEC-0 (624-8320)
www.magtec.com | info@magtec.com

»» Check seat belt, engine status and other event
indicators
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